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Executive Summary
Within the SONNET project, the main aim of WP6 is to quantify which initiatives engaged in social
innovation in the energy sector (SIE-initiatives) achieve the highest contribution towards EUaims. For this purpose, we prepared 3 different surveys that are included in Annex 3ff to assess
different aspects and perspectives regarding the contribution of SIE-initiatives.
Based on the responses to the first survey - responses from 42 researchers, 18 representatives of
initiatives engaged in social innovation in the energy sector (SIE-representatives) and 36
representatives of organisations that are active in the energy sector (field-actors) - we find that
SIE-initiatives most successfully contribute to their own aims, such as "social acceptance" and
"local community". Aims shared by SIE and EU (referred to as shared-aims) towards which the
SIE-initiatives are perceived to contribute the most are “renewables production” and lower “CO2emissions”, which are also the Shared-aims that are most important to SIE-initiatives.
Building on the typology of social innovation in the energy sector (SIE) that was developed as part
of SONNET Deliverable D1.1 and the corresponding SIE-initiatives analysed in SONNET workpackage 3 (Deliverable D3.2), we assessed to what extent SIE-initiatives representing different
types of SIE were perceived as more successful than others. Controlling for other relevant factors,
such as the respondent type and the country, we find that the average contribution towards
shared-aims is significantly higher for SIE-initiatives engaged in the social relation of
“Competition” and significantly lower for SIE-initiatives engaged in the social relation of “Conflict”
than for SIE-initiatives engaged in other types of social relation (i.e. “Cooperation” or “Exchange”).
While SIE-initiatives that were focussing on “Thinking”-type activities achieved a slightly lower
average contribution score than SIE-initiatives engaged in the other types of activities (“Doing”,
“Organizing”), this difference is not statistically significant.
Likert scale ratings regarding the perceived contribution of SIE-initiatives towards different SIEaims, aims shared by SIE and EU (referred to as shared-aims) and/or EU-aims were positively
correlated. Reasons for this could be that some of these aims are fairly similar concepts (such as
“energy efficiency” and “reduced energy consumption”) or that there are spill-overs between
these aims (such as in case of “independence of supplies” and “security of supply”).
As two of our surveys received hardly any responses, we conducted follow-up interviews, which
revealed that most SIE-initiatives probably do not collect objective data regarding their
contribution towards EU-aims or shared-aims (except those on “renewables generation”), and
that the data which they do collect is hard to compare across SIE-types. During a workshop to
inform future projects, we identified two promising alternative approaches that could be used to
quantify the contribution of SIE-initiatives towards EU-aims and shared-aims: the usage of
automated media-analysis and /or data available from the database of the European Energy
Awards (EEA).
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CONTEXT

1.1

Introduction

SONNET aims to create an inter- and transdisciplinary understanding of the diversity and
processes of social innovation in the energy sector (SIE). It assesses – critically and reflexively – the
success, contributions, and future potential of SIE towards sustainable energy transitions in
Europe. SONNET investigates how, to what extent, and under which enabling conditions diverse
types of SIE may result in new breakthroughs or successfully help to overcome transition barriers,
such as limited citizen engagement or slow adoption of new technologies.

1.2

Objectives of WP6

The objectives of WP 6 were to:
1.
2.
3.

map the alignment between EU-aims and SIE-aims
develop an evaluation scheme of SMART indicators and additional benefits for better
understanding successful examples of SIE and their contributions to EU-aims
apply the evaluation scheme to understand successful examples of SIE and their related
contributions to European Energy Union objectives

The first two of these objectives are addressed by deliverable D6.1. As part of the goal alignment
analysis in D6.1, we identified a list of SIE-aims, EU-aims and aims shared by SIE and EU (referred
to as shared-aims) 1, and assessed the importance which different SIE-initiatives attach to each of
these aims. In addition to that, we developed an evaluation scheme consisting of 3 surveys to
measure the contributions of SIE-initiatives towards EU-aims and shared-aims using SMART
indicators which is described in more detail in Appendix 5 of D6.1.
The aim of the current deliverable D6.2 was to evaluate and triangulate the result from these
surveys to answer the research question:
Q1: “Which types of SIE-initiatives achieve the biggest contribution towards the EU-aims
in different countries?”
However, only the first of these three surveys received sufficient responses to allow for a
meaningful analysis. Our answer to the above research question is thus limited to the results from

1

In SONNET D6.1 the category of EU-aims included the Shared-aims.
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the first survey. In addition to that, we have amended the scope of the report to answer the
following questions:
Q2: “Why have the surveys achieved such a low number of responses?”
Q3: “Which alternative evaluation schemes could be used in future projects to measure
the contribution of SIEs towards EU-aims?”
To answer these additional questions interviews and a workshop were implemented.

1.3

Report structure

The rest of this report is structured as follows:
Section 2 summarizes the original, survey-based evaluation approach. For a more detailed
description of the evaluation approach, readers should refer to D6.1.
Section 3 presents an analysis of the results we achieved using survey 1 from the original
evaluation approach.
Section 4 presents the results from a series of follow-up interviews regarding the shortcomings
of our original evaluation approach and the findings from a subsequent workshop regarding
alternative evaluation approaches.
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1.4

Definition of key concepts

Throughout this document we will use the following concepts 2 (alphabetical order):

















Aim*: The directed aim, intent or purpose of the EU Energy Union, the SIE-initiative, SIEactors, or other field-actors.
Alignment*: The extent to which different actors and institutions share the same aims, i.e.,
have a similar strength (“strong” vs. “weak”) of support for their aims.
EU-aim*: An aim which was mentioned as a main policy aim of the EU in official documents,
and was not mentioned in the literature on SIE-initiatives as an SIE-aim.
Field-actors: are individuals, organizations or other collectives who are part of a certain SIEfield – these can enable or impede social innovation in the energy sector (SIE). They can be
from every sphere of society (community, market, state, third sector).
Shared-aim*: An aim which was mentioned as a policy aim of the EU in official documents,
and was also mentioned in the literature on SIE-initiatives as an SIE-aim.
SIE: A social innovation in the energy sector (SIE) is a combination of ideas, objects and/or
actions that change social relations and involve new ways of doing, thinking and/or
organising energy.
SIE-aim*: An aim which was found in the literature on SIE-initiatives and was not mentioned
as a main policy aim of the EU in official documents.
SIE-field: is an arena/ space that includes a specific SIE as well as SIE-actors working on it
and field actors enabling and/or impeding it. In this space these actors take one another and
their actions into account and have a shared (but not necessarily consensual) understanding
of a SIE and of their relationship to other actors. They recognise (but not necessarily follow)
shared norms, beliefs and rules.
SIE-initiative: a localised version/ manifestation in time and space of an SIE. It includes SIE
actors, as those actors working on SIE.
SIE-members*: individuals that belong to an SIE-initiative, regardless of whether they are
SIE-representatives or do not have an official role within the SIE-initiative.
SIE-representatives*: individuals, that can speak for an SIE-initiative, such as the founders,
president, program manager or spokesperson, or any other SIE-member that has an official
role within the SIE-initiative.
SIE-type: the SIE-fields were clustered into 12 different conceptually-informed types by using
the two categories “Activity” and “Social relation” (cf. SONNET Deliverable D1.1). The applied
activities are Doing, Thinking, Organizing, while the social relations (from now on relations)
are Cooperation, Exchange, Competition, and Conflict.

In line with SONNET deliverable D1.2; definitions which were not included in SONNET Deliverable
D1.2 are marked with an asterisk*.

2
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2

ORIGINAL EVALUATION APPROACH

2.1

Overview of SIE-aims, EU-aims and shared-aims

As described in further detail in SONNET deliverable D6.1, the following list of SIE-aims, EU-aims
and shared-aims was identified based on a literature review and a series of workshops. This list of
aims was used in all three surveys of WP6. Further details on how the list of aims was derived can
be found in SONNET deliverable D6.1.
Table 1: Consolidated list of aims (in alphabetical order)
Aim

Description

Type

consumer bill

reduce energy bill for consumers

Shared

energy consumption

reduce energy consumption

Shared

energy efficiency

increase energy efficiency

Shared

greenhouse gas emissions

reduce greenhouse gas emissions

Shared

impact on environment

reduce impact on the environment

SIE

independence of supplies

increase independence of energy supplies

SIE

knowledge transfer

improve the transfer of knowledge in the energy sector

SIE

local community

strengthen local community

SIE

local economic development

increase local economic development

SIE

new renewable technologies

develop new renewable energy technologies

EU

policy processes

impact energy policy processes

SIE

quality of life

improve quality of life

SIE

regional renewable projects

advocate for regional renewable energy projects

SIE

renewables production

increase the production from renewable energy sources

Shared

renewables profitability

improve economic feasibility of renewable energy projects

SIE

security of supply

improve security of energy supply

EU

social acceptance

improve social acceptance of renewable energy production

SIE

support energy projects

provide support for other energy-related initiatives or projects SIE

trade

increase trade of energy with neighbouring regions

D6.2 SIE evaluation
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2.2

Overview of surveys

Quantifying the aims and contributions of small actors such as SIE-initiatives is a difficult task
because:
•

Aims of SIE-initiatives are subjective and heterogeneous

•

Contributions and success of SIE-initiatives are hard to quantify, as some of their aims relate
to ways of “Thinking”, which cannot be inferred from objective actions (i.e. raising awareness
and increasing acceptance)

•

Data is scarce, as many SIE-initiatives will not have the time that is required to quantify their
contributions towards different aims.

To overcome these problems, our original research approach consisted of 3 online-surveys
described in Table 2 below.
In survey 1 version 1, we asked researchers and SIE-representatives to provide a subjective rating
regarding the aims and contributions to these aims of specific SIE-initiatives
In survey 1 version 2, we used a slightly adjusted version of survey 1 to ask field-actors to provide
a subjective rating regarding the aims and contributions of an SIE-field as a whole
In survey 2, we asked SIE-representatives to provide us with objective data (such as kWh
renewables production, kg avoided CO2-emissions etc.) regarding the contribution of their SIEinitiative towards EU-aims and shared-aims.
In survey 3, we asked the members of SIE-initiatives to tell us about their reasons for joining the
SIE-initiative and to provide a subjective rating about how the SIE-initiative had affected their
“Thinking”, “Doing” and “Organizing”.
Surveys used a mix of closed and open questions. Based on our pretest, each survey should take
about 10-15 minutes to answer. Screenshots from the survey questions can be found in Annexes
3 to 6.
The usage of overlapping surveys for different SIE fields, units of analysis and types of metrics has
the following advantages:
Survey 1: Reveals the alignment between SIE-aims, EU-aims and shared-aims. It allows us to
explore contributions of individual SIE-initiatives and effects that become salient at the level of
SIE-fields, as well as to explore differences between the perspective of different respondent types.
Survey 2: Allows us to benchmark the subjective assessments of contributions in Survey 1 against
objective (SMART) indicators, at least for some of the main EU-aims and shared-aims.
Survey 3: Reveals impacts of SIE-initiatives on its members that cannot be captured by SMART
indicators, such as impacts on opinions (“Thinking”).
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All Surveys: are supposed to allow us to assess the heterogeneity of aims between different
members of the same SIE-initiative and explore biases of the subjective ratings depending on the
type of respondent who carries out the assessment
Table 2: Overview of surveys used in WP6.
What instrument?

Who?

Type of metric

Aims

Contribu
tions

Unit of
analysis

Survey 1
version 1

Researcher

subjective

X

X

SIE-initiative

Field-actors

subjective

X

X

SIE-field

SIE-representatives

objective

X

SIE-initiative

SIE-members

subjective

X

SIE-member

(Aims and
Contributions)

Survey 1
version 2

SIE-representatives

(Aims and
Contributions)

Survey 2
(SMART indicators)

Survey 3

X

(SIE-member views)

2.3

Survey collection and response rates

Researchers from WP3 had been asked to fill in survey 1 prior to each interview with a SIErepresentative or a field-actor. In addition to that, they should ask their interview partner to fill in
survey 1 at the end of the interview. As part of survey 1, SIE-representatives were asked to specify
suitable contact persons for the follow-up surveys 2 and 3.
To increase the likelihood of obtaining survey answers, during the SONNET meeting online at
Warsaw on 7 July 2020 it was decided that the invitations to the follow-up surveys 2 and 3 should
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be sent by the WP3 contact points that had interviewed each SIE-initiative 3. The total sample that
was invited to participate would thus consist of all the contact persons that had been specified
as part of survey 1.
To assist WP3 researchers in this process, we thus compiled a one-page summary of the survey
collection process, and drafted invitation emails which they could use at their convenience to
invite SIE-representatives to answer the surveys. Between October 2020 and May 2021 we
updated WP3 researchers four times regarding which of the SIE-initiatives had answered each of
the surveys and reminding them to follow-up with SIE-initiatives that had not provided an
answer.
The final number of respondents for each survey which was achieved is shown in Table 3.
Unfortunately, despite several reminders, none of the SIE-initiatives had answered the survey
number 2, and only 13 respondents from a single SIE-initiative had answered survey number 3.
Table 3: Number of survey responses.
Survey

Who?

Number of Responses

Survey 1, version 1

Researcher

42

SIE-representatives

18

Survey 1, version 2

Field-actors

36

Survey 2

SIE-representatives

0

Survey 3

SIE-members

13

The analyses in the subsequent section 3 are therefore limited to the subjective contribution
ratings in both versions of survey 1. More in detail, the number of survey 1 responses per SIE-type,
respondent type and language 4 are shown in

WP3 analysed different SIE-initiatives through interviews with representatives of the
corresponding SIE-initiative.
4
Language is used as a proxy for the country.
3
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Table 4. The mapping between the SIE-initiatives and the corresponding SIE-types was derived
as part of WP1 and is shown in Annex 7. The analysis of subjective importance ratings from survey
1 has already been published as part of SONNET Deliverable 6.1.
To identify the reasons behind the low response rates to surveys 2 and 3, we conducted 12 short
follow-up interview with 10 SIE-initiatives. We also organized a workshop to explore alternative
approaches for collecting SMART metrics from SIE-initiatives. Both are described in section 4.
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Table 4: Number of survey 1 responses per SIE-type, respondent type and language.
Fieldactors

Researchers

SIErepresentative

Language

SIE-type

de

Cooperative action

de

Cooperative framing

0

1

1

2

de

Cooperative organisation

0

4

0

4

de

Local electricity exchange

2

1

1

4

de

Organized competition

de

Total

en

Conflicting practices

en
en

10

2

Total
4

16

3

5

3

11

15

13

9

37

0

1

1

2

Cooperative action

1

0

0

1

Cooperative framing

0

1

0

1

en

Local electricity exchange

1

1

2

4

en

Organized competition

1

0

0

1

en

Organized conflict

0

1

1

2

en

Organized exchange

2

1

0

3

en

Total

5

5

4

14

fr

Cooperative action

4

6

0

10

fr

Knowledge exchange

0

3

0

3

fr

Local electricity exchange

3

3

0

6

fr

Organized competition

0

0

1

1

fr

Total

7

12

1

20

nl

Conflicting practices

2

0

0

2

nl

Cooperative action

2

0

0

2

nl

Cooperative organisation

2

1

0

3

nl

Organized exchange

0

1

0

1

nl

Total

6

2

0

8

pl

Conflicting frames

0

1

1

2

pl

Conflicting practices

0

1

1

2

pl

Cooperative organisation

0

2

1

3

pl

Knowledge exchange

0

1

0

1

pl

Local electricity exchange

0

1

0

1

pl

Organized conflict

0

3

1

4

pl

Organized exchange

3

1

0

4

pl
Grand
Total

Total

3

10

4

17

36

42

18

96
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2.4

Analysis of survey responses

For the analysis of survey 1 responses, we use four main methods:
•

Average importance: The importance rating of an aim measures how important a
respondent perceives this aim to be for an SIE-initiative (in survey 1 version 1) or an SIE-field
(in survey 1 version 2). For better interpretability, aims are sorted by average importance.

•

Average contribution: The contribution rating of an aim measures how much a
respondent thinks that an SIE-initiative (in survey 1 version 1) or an SIE-field (in survey 2
version 2) has contributed towards this aim. For better interpretability, aims are sorted by
average contribution.

•

Correlations: correlations between the average contribution rating by different respondent
groups, as well as between the average importance rating and the average contribution
rating for different aims.

•

Linear Regression: explains the dependent variable importance/contribution by its
explanatory variables. Ordinary Least Squares is the model used for this linear regression.
This analysis will show the statistical significance of potential explanatory variables that
were identified using the previous three methods.

Unless otherwise stated, importance and contribution ratings include the responses of all
researchers, SIE-representatives, and field-actors that were provided using survey 1 (version 1 and
version 2, respectively). Aims for which no rating was provided were assumed to have a low
importance (Likert-scale rating 0=”Not important”).
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3

RESULTS OF ORIGINAL EVALUATION APPROACH

This chapter will describe the perceived contribution of the SIE towards the aims. From here
onwards, “contribution” will be used as a synonym for the “perceived contribution” which is
derived from the responses of Survey 1 Version 1 and 2.

3.1
To

Perceived contribution towards different aims
get

a

first

impression

of

the

perceived

contribution

towards

different

aims,

Figure 1 shows the average perceived contributions per aim. Aims are sorted in a descending
order starting with the highest contribution. SIE-aims are coloured red, EU-aims green, and
shared-aims in blue.

Figure 1: Average perceived contribution of aims for SIE-initiatives.
Average contribution ratings range between 0.4 and 2 on a 4-point Likert-scale (0= No effect,
1=Little effect, 2=Moderate effect, 3=Significant effect). All four aims with the highest perceived
contributions are SIE-aims. Out of the shared-aims “renewables production” and “greenhouse
gas emissions” show the highest contributions. The lower contributions towards the EU-aims and
shared-aims compared to the SIE-aims align with the lower importance ratings of these aims (cf.
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SONNET Deliverable D6.1 5). On average the ten SIE-types we investigated seem to contribute little
to “energy efficiency”, “energy consumption”, “security of supply”, “new renewables technologies”,
“consumer bill” and “trade”, at least as indicated by our survey respondents. Given the small
sample size these finding should be interpreted with caution.

3.2

Contribution rating by different respondent types

The perceived contribution that we asked for in our surveys is a subjective measure 6. Therefore,
we test the extent to which the average contribution of an aim for a SIE-initiative depends on the
type of respondent that provides the rating.
For this purpose, Figure 2 shows the scatterplots of the average contribution ratings for different
aims by SIE-representatives vs. researchers (left), SIE-representatives vs. field-actors (center) and
researchers vs. field-actors (right) for each of the aims. For example, in the leftmost chart of Figure
2, the x-axis value of each dot corresponds to the average contribution rating which SIErepresentatives provided for that aim across any of the SIE-fields. Likewise, the y-axis value of
each dot in the leftmost chart corresponds to the average contribution rating which researchers
provided for that aim across any of the SIE-fields. In the top-left corner of each scatterplot, we
have displayed the correlation between the contribution ratings that are displayed in the x- and
y axis of the respective chart. The blue diagonals visualise the case where the contribution rating
by both respondent types is equal. The further the distance of a point from the diagonal, the
bigger is the discrepancy of the average contribution ratings by the different respondent types.
Correlation: 0.70

Correlation: 0.69

Correlation: 0.85

Figure 2: Average contribution rating by participants vs. researchers (left), participants vs.
field-actors (center), and researchers vs. field-actors (right) for each aim
Overall, the correlation between the perceived contribution of different respondents is relatively
high, which indicates a reasonable level of agreement about the contribution of different SIEinitiatives. The contribution ratings which are most strongly correlated are those of field-actors
and researchers (Figure 2, right). In the chart on the left we see that for the majority of aims SIErepresentatives provide a slightly higher estimate than researchers (dots on the right of the

5

In Deliverable D6.1, both the Shared-aims and the EU-aims were labelled as EU-aims.

The rating of the contribution towards each aim on a Likert scale is subjective to the respondent. The initial plan for
Gathering objective measures is described in chapter 2, and potential adjustments for future projects in section 5.

6
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diagonal); however, there are also some aims where the researchers assume a higher
contribution (dots on the left of the diagonal). Likewise, in the middle chart we can see that for
most aims, field-actors provide a higher contribution rating than SIE-representatives. There are
only three dots on the right of the diagonal, indicating a higher contribution rating by SIErepresentatives. In the chart on the right, the bias is even stronger: as we can see, field-actors
provide a higher contribution rating for almost all aims than researchers. There is only one aim
where the researchers provided a higher contribution rating than field-actors.
In summary we can see that for most aims the field-actors in survey 1v2 - which do not represent
a specific SIE-initiative - seem to assume a slightly higher contribution than the SIErepresentatives – which are official representatives of the SIE-initiative for which they provided
the rating - or the researchers in survey 1v1. This could indicate the existence of field-effects, where
the joined contribution of several SIE-initiatives exceeds the contribution of an individual SIEinitiative. We will test this hypothesis further in section 3.5.

3.3

Contribution rating for different SIE-types

In this section, we will explore whether the type of activity or social relation to which an SIEinitiative belongs has an effect on the average contribution rating across all respondents. The
mapping between SIE-initiatives and the relevant SIE-types was derived by WP1 researchers and
is shown in Annex 7. An overview of the average contribution rating across all aims and for all
combinations of activity and social relation is provided in Figure 3 together with the number of
respondents for each SIE-type. For example, SIE-initiatives focused on SIE-type 1 “cooperative
action” were evaluated by 29 respondents and achieved an average contribution rating across all
aims and all survey respondents of 1.3. Note that SIE-types 7 and 8 were excluded from the
analysis, as there were no responses for the corresponding types of SIE-initiative in the survey.
Further information about the types of activity and social relation can be found in SONNET
Deliverable D1.1.
As we can see from the column averages in Figure 3, SIE-initiatives focused on “Thinking” seem
to achieve the lowest average contributions. This could indicate that the contribution made by
SIE-initiatives that are focused on “Thinking” affects aspects such as opinions and attitudes, which
are less visible, because they do not result in a direct output. Survey 3 would allow us to verify this
hypothesis by asking whether an SIE-initiative only “convinced its members to support an aim”
or actually “made them contribute to” an aim (cf. Annex 6).
With regards to the social relation, “Competition” seems to achieve the highest average
contributions, while the other types of social relation achieve a similar average contribution
rating.
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Figure 3: Average contribution by type of SIE (types from SONNET Deliverable D1.1) for all
aims
To test to what extent the best performing type of activity depends on aim, Table 5 indicates
which type of activity achieved the highest average contribution for each individual aim. SIEinitiatives focused on “Doing” and “Organizing” achieved the highest contribution for the majority
of aims. However, for the aims of “social acceptance” and “support energy projects”, the highest
contribution was achieved by initiatives focused on “Thinking”.
Table 5: Best performing type of activity for each aim.

aim-type
EU
EU
EU
EU
SIE
SIE
SIE
SIE
Shared
Shared

aim
new renewable technologies
renewables profitability
security of supply
trade
independence of supplies
local community
local economic development
regional renewable projects
consumer bill
renewables production

av. contribution
0.8
1.4
1.0
0.4
1.3
1.9
1.4
1.5
0.8
1.8

activity
Doing
Doing
Doing
Doing
Doing
Doing
Doing
Doing
Doing
Doing

aim group
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

SIE

impact on environment

1.5

Organising

2

SIE

knowledge transfer

1.9

Organising

2

SIE

policy processes

1.8

Organising

2

SIE

quality of life

1.2

Organising

2

Shared

energy consumption

1.1

Organising

2
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Shared

energy efficiency

1.2

Organising

2

Shared

greenhouse gas emissions

1.5

Organising

2

SIE
SIE

social acceptance
support energy projects

2.3
2.2

Thinking
Thinking

3
3

Likewise, Table 6 indicates which type of social relation achieved the highest average contribution
for each individual aim. While SIE-initiatives in “Competition” (or more precisely, SIE-initiatives
that focused on “Organized competition”) performed best for the majority of shared aims, SIEinitiatives in “Exchange” (i.e. SIE-initiatives that were either focused on “Local electricity
exchange”, “Knowledge exchange” or “Organized exchange”) achieved the highest contribution
scores for most EU-aims. By contrast, for the majority of SIE-aims, the highest average
contribution score was achieved by SIE-initiatives in “Conflict” (i.e. SIE-initiatives that were
focused on “Conflicting practices”, “Conflicting frames” or “Organized conflict”)..
Table 6: Best performing type of social relation for each aim.

aim-type
SIE
SIE
SIE
Shared
Shared
Shared
Shared
EU
EU
SIE
SIE
SIE
SIE
EU
SIE
SIE
EU
SIE
Shared

aim
knowledge transfer
policy processes
social acceptance
energy consumption
energy efficiency
greenhouse gas emissions
renewables production
new renewable technologies
trade
impact on environment
local community
quality of life
support energy projects
renewables profitability
independence of supplies
regional renewable projects
security of supply
local economic development
consumer bill

av. contribution
2.2
2.0
2.1
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.9
0.9
0.6
1.9
2.4
1.9
2.0
1.4
1.2
1.7
1.1
1.4
0.9

relation
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Conflict
Conflict
Conflict
Conflict
Conflict
Conflict
Cooperation
Cooperation
Cooperation
Exchange
Exchange
Exchange

aim group
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7

While some of the correspondences between aims and best performing activities or social
relations are intuitive (such as the link between “renewables production” and “Doing” or between
“social acceptance” and “Thinking”), others are not self-evident (such as the link between “new
renewable technologies” and “Conflict”). As any of the links may be an artefact of other factors –
such as the type of respondent, or the importance of different aims for different SIE-initiatives, or
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a result of the small sample size – we will use a linear regression to test the statistical significance
of these associations in the subsequent section.

3.4

Contribution as a function of importance

In addition to the influencing factors that were identified in the previous sections, the
contribution of an SIE-initiative towards an aim is likely to be influenced by the importance which
the SIE-initiative attaches to the aim.
To verify this, Figure 4 shows the average contribution and importance ratings for each aim based
on the 4-point Likert scale (0= Not important, 1=Hardly important, 2=Moderately important,
3=Very important). EU-aims are colour coded green, SIE-aims red, and shared-aims in blue. Points
on the diagonal indicate the same average rating for the contribution and importance of an aim.

Figure 4: Average contribution vs. average importance for all aims
The high correlation of 0.87 (Figure 4) describes a strong alignment between the average
contribution and average importance ratings across all aims. Considering the position of the
rated aims below the diagonal, we conclude that in general the perceived importance of an aim
for an SIE-initiative is higher than its contribution towards the same aim. The aims with the
highest average contributions are SIE-aims. Despite the high importance for the shared-aims
“renewables production” and “greenhouse gas emissions” (the 2 blue points furthest to the right),
they receive significantly lower contribution than similarly rated SIE-aims. Overall, aims which
were categorized as SIE-aims tend to receive a higher importance and a higher contribution than
EU-aims or shared-aims (cf. section 3.1).
In Figure 5 we show the average perceived importance and contribution of shared-aim (left), SIEaim (center) and each EU-aim (right) for each of the different types of “Activity” from section 3.3.
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Figure 5: Average contribution vs. average importance for all aims and by activity type
This confirms the finding from the previous section 3.3 that the importance and contributions to
EU-aims (=right) seems lowest for “Thinking” SIE types, while “Doing” clearly displays the highest
contributions to EU-aims. Looking at SIE-aims (=center), it is less clear which “Activity” contributes
the most. In case of shared-aims (=left) there is also no clear tendency, but SIE-types of
“Organizing” still seem to achieve higher contribution ratings for the same importance rating
than the other types of activities.

3.5

Linear regression of contribution ratings

In this section we report the results of two linear regressions of the perceived contribution
towards different aim types:

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ~ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 + 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
+ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡: 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡: 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ~ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 + 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
+ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡: 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡: 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

(1)

(2)

The only difference between these models is the inclusion of the perceived importance of an aim
type as independent explanatory variable for the contribution towards the same aim type. As
each respondent rated the perceived importance and perceived contribution towards all 19 aims
from Table 1, the total number of observations (n=1’824) is 19 times the number of survey 1
respondents. However, to account for the fact that the ratings by the same respondent may suffer
from the same bias, we used standard errors that were clustered by respondents to avoid artificial
increases of the significance levels.
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Table 7: Regression of contribution on potential explanatory variables.

Intercept
activity[T.Organising]
activity[T.Thinking]
aim_type[T.SIE]
aim_type[T.SIE]:activity[T.Organising]
aim_type[T.SIE]:activity[T.Thinking]
aim_type[T.SIE]:social_relation[T.Conflict]
aim_type[T.SIE]:social_relation[T.Cooperatio
aim_type[T.SIE]:social_relation[T.Exchange]
aim_type[T.Shared]
aim_type[T.Shared]:activity[T.Organising]
aim_type[T.Shared]:activity[T.Thinking]
aim_type[T.Shared]:social_relation[T.Conflict
aim_type[T.Shared]:social_relation[T.Cooper
aim_type[T.Shared]:social_relation[T.Exchan
importance
lang[T.en]
lang[T.fr]
lang[T.nl]
lang[T.pl]
role[T.field_actor]
role[T.researcher]
social_relation[T.Conflict]
social_relation[T.Cooperation]
social_relation[T.Exchange]
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic
Note:

Regression Coefficients
Model (1)
Model (2)
0.710***
-0.21
-0.30
0.943***
0.07
0.26
-0.15
-0.26
-0.599***
1.050***
-0.07
0.09
-0.921***
-0.689***
-0.836***
0.03
-0.25
-0.05
0.39
0.33
-0.02
-0.04
0.03
0.23

1824
0.13
0.12
1.004
19.287***

-0.06
-0.13
-0.04
0.410**
0.08
0.11
-0.05
-0.13
-0.364**
0.408*
0.04
0.00
-0.651***
-0.402*
-0.538**
0.537***
-0.05
-0.18
-0.01
0.04
0.496**
0.369**
-0.11
-0.14
0.02

1824
0.37
0.36
0.856
41.569***

*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

As we can see in Table 7, model (1), the perceived contribution of SIE-initiatives towards sharedaims and SIE-aims is about 1 point higher than for EU-aims (=baseline category), which confirms
the hypothesis from section 3.1 that SIE-initiatives contribute more to their own aims than to EUaims or shared-aims.
Regarding the interaction between the contribution towards different aim-types and the social
relation, in which an SIE-initiative is engaged, we find that SIE-initiatives engaged in “Conflict”
contribute significantly less towards shared aims, than the other types of SIE-initiatives. Likewise,
SIE-initiatives engaged in “Competition” (=baseline category) contribute significantly more
towards shared aims, than SIE-initiatives engaged in any other type of social relation. In addition
to that we can see from the interaction plot in Figure 6, that the difference between contributions
towards EU-aims and shared-aims is least strong for SIE-initiatives engaged in “Exchange”.
Interactions between the contribution towards different aim-types and the activity, in which an
SIE-initiative is engaged are not significant.
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Figure 6: Interaction between the perceived contribution towards different aim-types, and the social
relation, in which an SIE-initiative is engaged.

As we can see from Table 7, model (2), if we include the perceived importance of an aim as an
explanatory variable, the impact of the explanatory variables we discussed so far reduces by
roughly 50%. However, the coefficients remain statistically significant.
In addition to that, we can see that the contribution rating by field-actors and researchers is 0.496
and 0.369 points higher than what is explained by the importance rating and the other
independent variables, and this difference is significant at the 5% level. This could indicate a slight
respondent bias. However, due to the small sample size, the effect should be interpreted with
caution. Rather than a field-effect it could also be the result of a bias of the respondents.

3.6

Correlation between contribution ratings

In addition to the independent variables that were identified in sections 3.1 to 3.4 and tested in
section 3.5, the contribution towards any one aim could also be the result of spillover-effects from
the contribution towards another aim. The pairwise correlations of contributions toward the
different aims can help to identify such spill-over effects. To calculate the correlation between
two aims a1 and a2, we used all 96 contribution ratings for aim a1 (i.e. including all respondent
types and SIE-initiatives) and correlated them with the 96 contribution ratings by the same
respondents for aim a2. If the contribution ratings for a1 and a2 do not exhibit a positive
correlation, then it is unlikely that there is a spill-over effect between these aims, as we expect the
spill-over effect to generate a high positive correlation between the contribution score of these
aims. However, it is important to keep in mind that the reverse is not true. A positive correlation
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between the contribution score of two aims may also be caused by other reasons. For example,
SIE-initiatives that contribute towards one aim could simply happen to care about the other aim
as well. A positive correlation between two aims should thus only be interpreted as a necessary
and not as a sufficient condition to confirm the existence of spill-over impacts between two aims.

Figure 6 provides this overview in form of a heatmap. Higher correlations indicate a stronger
alignment between the contribution rating for two aims.
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Figure 7: Heatmap of correlations between contribution ratings for different EU-aims, SIEaims and shared-aims (aims are in alphabetical order).
In Table 8 we display the most important pairwise correlations of
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Figure 6, which achieved a Pearson correlation coefficient larger than 0.6.
A clear outcome is that the achievement of lower impacts on the environment is associated with
reducing greenhouse gases, which makes intuitive sense, as greenhouse gas emissions are one
of the most discussed environmental impacts.
Following that, the highest correlations are between the aims of “energy efficiency” and (lower)
“energy consumption”, which makes sense as a higher energy efficiency will automatically help
to achieve the aim of a lower energy consumption.
“Security of supply” and “new renewable technology” also show a high correlation, which could
be due to the fact that new decentral renewables contribute towards a larger security of supply,
by making countries and regions less dependent on imports.
Next, contributions also seem somewhat aligned between “renewables production” and
“greenhouse gas emissions” with a fairly high correlation of 0.71. A possible explanation could be
that at least some SIE-initiatives reduce greenhouse gas emissions by substituting fossil energy
production with renewable energy.
The aims of “renewables production” and “renewables profitability” appear most often in Table 8.
This could indicate that new renewable technologies are a key enabler for contributions to other
aims.
Regarding the types of aims, it is striking that almost all of the correlations above 0.6 are between
aims of the same type, between SIE-aims and shared-aims or between shared-aims and EU-aims.
The only correlations between an SIE-aim and an EU-aim are between the aim of “independence
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of supplies” and “security of supply” or “new renewable technologies”. This could mean that the
SIE-aim of “independence of supplies” creates spill-over impacts towards these two EU-aims, as
the increasing independence of local energy communities and prosumers increases the supply
security of countries as a whole and may contribute to a demand for new renewable technologies.
Table 8: Pairs of aims which achieved the highest contribution rating (above 0.6).
correlation of first aim
contribution

aim

0.8 impact on environment

second aim
type

aim

type

SIE

greenhouse gas emissions

Shared

0.75 energy efficiency

Shared energy consumption

Shared

0.75 security of supply

EU

EU

0.71 renewables production

Shared greenhouse gas emissions

Shared

0.67 renewables profitability

SIE

Shared

0.67 renewables production

Shared independence of supplies

SIE

0.67 renewables profitability

SIE

independence of supplies

SIE

0.65 quality of life

SIE

impact on environment

SIE

0.64 security of supply

EU

independence of supplies

SIE

0.61 policy processes

SIE

greenhouse gas emissions

Shared

0.61 trade

EU

new renewable technologies

EU

independence of supplies

SIE

0.6 new renewable technologiesEU
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4

SHORTCOMINGS OF ORIGINAL EVALUATION
APPROACH AND ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

4.1

Follow-up Interviews

In view of the low response rate for survey 2 and survey 3 (cf. section 2.3), we decided to run a
series of follow-up interviews with the SIE-representatives that had filled in survey 1 and had
subsequently been invited to answer surveys 2 and 3.
The aim of these interviews was to help answer the research questions:
•

Q1: “Which types of SIE-initiatives achieve the biggest contribution towards the EU-aims in
different countries?”
… by asking what SMART / objective data they could provide regarding their contribution
towards EU-aims, and

•

Q2: “Why have the surveys achieved such a low number of responses”
… by asking why they had not answered survey 2

In total we conducted 12 interviews with representatives from 10 SIE-initiatives in Germany,
France and Switzerland in June and July 2021 (i.e. about 10% of the respondents to survey 1).
In the following sections, we will explain the interview protocol that we used and discuss the
results of the interviews.

Interview Protocol
All interviews followed the same protocol, which was defined before the start of the interviews to
make sure that the interview covers all relevant points as well as to reduce interview duration.
The interview protocol is shown in Table 9 below.
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Table 9: Different steps of the expert interview from preparations to post-interview data
collection
Research of available online data
Check of importance of EU aims from Survey 1

Preparation

•
•

1) Surveys

"Do you remember having received the survey links?; If yes: Do you know
why you have not participated?"

2)
Perceived
importance
and
perceived
contribution

"How important are the following aims for your organization?",
Scale: 0: not important; 3: very important
(only fill this in, if survey 1 has not been answered by an SIE-representative)
•
•

Lower energy consumption? (% reduction per year)
Increase production of renewable energy? (kWh per year)

•

Lower CO2-emissions? (avoided kg CO2-equivalent)

•

Other:…

"What impact has your organization had on the energy system / society
as a whole?"
Scale: 0: no effect; 3: significant effect
(only fill this in, if survey 1 has not been answered by an SIE-representative)

3) Impact Data

•
•

Lower energy consumption? (% reduction per year)
Increase production of renewable energy? (kWh per year)

•

Lower CO2-emissions? (avoided kg CO2-equivalent)

"Do you have any data to measure how well you have achieved the above
aims?"
•

Lower energy consumption? (% reduction per year)

•

Increase production of renewable energy? (kWh per year)

•

Lower CO2-emissions? (avoided kg CO2-equivalent)

4) Calibration

"To put the above numbers into perspective, we need to know the
approximate size of your organization: members / energy consumption /
annual budget."

5) Post Interview

•
•

Collection of the data that was mentioned in step 3 (above)
Re-invite SIE-initiatives to circular survey 03 among their members

Before the start of the interview, researchers reviewed the data which was available on the
homepage of the respective SIE-initiative and verified which of the EU-aims or shared-aims (cf.
Table 1) the SIE-representatives had rated as important in survey 1.
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Following the question in step 1) regarding reasons for not answering the surveys 2 and 3, in step
2) we asked any participants that had not answered survey 1 to provide the corresponding
importance and contribution ratings for the 3 EU-aims or shared-aims, that had most often been
stated as important by SIE-initiatives.
In step 3) we then asked what SMART / objective data they could provide us regarding their
contribution towards the EU-aims and shared-aims which they had rated as being important for
their SIE-initiative. The reason for focusing only on the EU-aims and shared-aims which they
perceived as important was that it is very unlikely organisations will collect data to quantify their
contribution towards an aim which they do not even perceive as important. This step can be
considered as the main point of the interview series.
With only the data from step 3 a direct comparison of the success of SIE-initiatives would not be
meaningful as the comparison would disregard the differences in size, performed working hours
or available budget etc of different SIE-initiatives. The data from step 4 delivers the means to
normalize the gathered data in step 3 and make the datasets of different SIE-initiatives
comparable. Following the end of the interviews, in step 5) we were planning to gather the data
and treat them for a data analysis as well as to re-invite the SIE-initiatives to circulate survey 3
among their members (cf. section 2.2).

Interview results
The answers regarding the reasons for not participating in the surveys 2 and 3 are displayed in
Figure 7 below. Based on these results it seems that the main reason for the low survey
attendance was the lack of awareness about the surveys. This seems rather surprising, given the
number of invitations and reminders that they should have received a few months earlier (cf.
section 2.3). This shows that the recruitment via email may not have been the right strategy, and
that recruitment efforts could have been intensified even more without upsetting the email
recipients.

Figure 8: The distribution of received answers for not answering survey 2.
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Figure 8 shows how many of the SIE-initiatives interviewed had collected SMART/objective data
regarding their contribution towards EU-aims and shared-aims, which they had rated as
important. While most of the SIE-initiatives we interviewed had collected data regarding their
contribution towards renewable energy production, very few of them had collected data to
estimate their contribution towards other EU-aims or shared-aims in a quantitative way. In
addition, the little data we received proved to be difficult to normalize, as in SONNET we are
analysing a diversity of social innovation in energy, making it impossible to compare the
contributions across different types of SIE-initiatives in a meaningful way (e.g. the members of
one initiative were “city councils”, while members in other initiatives were the “investors”; a
comparison normalized to the number of members would thus not make sense, while the raw
numbers themselves were also not comparable as they differed by orders of magnitude).

Quantifiable data regarding the EU-aims and
Shared-aims
Renewable Energy Production

Reduction of CO2 emissions

Energy Consumption Reduction
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Figure 9: The distribution of quantifiable data availability of the 12 interviewed SIE-initiatives.
Based on the findings from these interviews, during the SONNET meeting on 21 July 2021 it was
decided to stop the interviews prematurely 7, as it seemed unlikely, that further interviews would
allow us to compare the contributions towards other policy aims, and the data we had collected
regarding contribution towards “renewable energy production” was hard / impossible to
compare in a meaningful way. Instead, it was decided that we should use the remaining time to
collect ideas regarding alternative approaches for quantifying the contribution of SIE-initiatives
towards EU-aims and shared-aims and discuss these during a workshop.

7

Originally we were planning to interview all 30 SIE-initiatives that had been interviewed in WP3 (in addition to the
surveys sent out to them).
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4.2

Workshops

On 13 October 2021, we organized a workshop with the SONNET research team and city partners
to discuss alternative approaches for measuring the contribution of SIE-initiatives towards EUaims and shared-aims in a SMART and objective way.
The workshop was split in 3 sessions of 30-45 minutes, one for each of the following alternatives,
which had been identified during brainstorming sessions of the WP6 team:
•

Media analysis: using machine-learning techniques to automatically evaluate large text
corpora such as news databases, websites and /or social media.

•

Webtracking: using the information provided by tracking providers such as google analytics
and facebook to analyse user behaviour for specific websites, or data donations by web-users
to analyse their behaviour across multiple websites
EEA Database: using the data collected by the European Energy Award (EEA) regarding the
approaches used by partnering cities in different EU countries and the resulting impacts on
EU-aims and shared-aims.

•

At the beginning of each session, we had invited an expert to give us a short 10-15 min
presentation to introduce the approach, before discussing if / how the approach could be used
to measure the contribution of SIEs and/or SIE-initiatives towards EU-aims and shared-aims.
Following the workshop, the workshop notes and recordings were made available to all SONNET
researchers who had not been able to attend for a period of 2 weeks in order to allow them to
listen to the discussions and add their conclusions to the workshop notes.
In the following sections we summarize the main conclusions for each of these approaches in a
separate section.

Media Analysis
As explained by Prof. Stuecheli-Hertach, media analysis, or digital discourse analysis can be used
to automatically extract specific information from very large text corpora. Examples of
information that could be extracted include – but are not limited to - the frequency of mutual
references by different organisations (left part of Figure 9), the frequency of mentioning different
hashtags by different organisations (central part of Figure 9) and the frequency and location
where different terms had been used (right part of Figure 9). In addition to simple frequency
counts, evaluations of the context where a word is used can be used to determine whether it is
used in a positive or a negative context, or even more advanced questions, such as whether an
organization X was cited in support of a certain activity Y (so-called “relations”, although this may
require human interpretation).
Algorithms can be programmed to process any text sources which are provided (e.g. websites,
social media, news archives). Data can be read from files or be collected from websites and online
archives through webscraping. Due to the automatic data collection and evaluation, the results
can easily be updated when new information becomes available.
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Figure 10: Media-analysis examples (Source: Peter Stuecheli Hertach).
During the workshop we identified a number of promising ideas how media analysis could be
used to quantify the impact of SIEs on EU-aims and shared-aims:
•

Webcrawling media / forums / blogs: to measure mentions of SIE-initiatives, including the
context (e.g. EU-policy aim?) and frequency in which they are mentioned;

•

Webcrawling websites of SIE-initiatives, political parties and (reports by) organisations
responsible for meeting EU-aims and shared-aims such as national regulators: to determine
mutual mentions and construct actor networks;

•

Crawl existing databases: such as the database by the European Energy Awards (cf. below) for
mentions of different SIEs and/or SIE-initiatives, as well as to extract quantitative information
regarding the contribution towards EU-aims and shared-aims.

Webtracking
As explained by Dr. Nico Ebert, webtracking can be used to analyze the number of visitors and
their behaviour on a specific website, or to track their behaviour across different websites through
services such as google analytics and facebook. Analysing the browsing behaviour of webusers
before and after they visited the website of an SIE-initiative could shed some light on the impact
which this initiative may have had.
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Figure 11: Webtracking example for an individual website (Source: Nico Ebert).
However, obtaining webtracking data may be very challenging. Information about website
visitors is often considered as confidential and SIE-initiatives are unlikely to have obtained the
consent from their users to collect, process and forward more detailed data (e.g. regarding the
websites visited before coming to their page). An approach to solve this problem could be to ask
webusers to make their data available in the form of voluntary data donations. However, even if
the data is obtained, it may not include too much information, as it could be limited to the
browsing history. Due to the concerns about confidentiality, data access, and the potentially
limited value of the data, webtracking seems to be the least promising of the alternatives that we
investigated for quantifying the impact of SIEs or SIE-initiatives on EU-aims and shared-aims.

EEA Database
As explained by Charlotte Spoerndli, Manager of the European Energy Awards (EEA), the EEA
database covers 18 European countries and 1,700 authorities with a total of 65 million inhabitants.
It includes very rich information regarding both the types of activities and initiatives that were
undertaken by different municipalities, and their performance with regards to the number of EUaims and shared-aims, such as per capita CO2-emissions, heat energy consumption, share of
renewable heat, renewable energy production etc. To ensure data quality, the figures reported
by the municipalities are regularly audited by a team of external experts.
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Figure 12: Countries covered by EEA database (Source: EEA).
One of the main challenges of the EEA database is that data is often provided in the form of
reports using different languages and deviating formulations, making it hard to extract detailed
information on specific measures across larger number of countries' authorities.
However, during the workshop we came up with the following promising ideas:
•

Discourse analysis: the EEA database could be parsed using the automatic language
processing tools that were presented by Prof. Stuecheli-Hertach in the first part of the
workshop (cf. section on Media Analysis above).

•

Student projects: quantitative information could be manually extracted from the EEA
database and made available for quantitative analysis by students, e.g. in master theses or
research seminars.
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5

LIMITATIONS

Contributions of SIE-initiatives towards EU-aims and shared-aims are hard to measure because
many SIE-initiatives do not monitor their impacts, some of the impacts they create occur in
people’s mind (such as impacts on “Thinking”), and even the impacts which can and have been
monitored are hard to compare across different initiatives due to their diversity.
In WP6 of the SONNET project we had planned to address this challenge through a series of 3
surveys. However, due to low response rates, the conclusions in this deliverable are limited to the
subjective contribution ratings from the first survey with a total of 101 respondents. By contrast to
SMART metrics, subjective contribution ratings are dimensionless and may suffer from
respondent biases. In addition to that, our findings should be interpreted with the necessary
caution due to the small sample size.
In section 3.6, we calculated the correlation between the contribution rating for different aims
and have mentioned some of the explanations regarding the high correlations between
importance ratings which seem most plausible. However, it should be noted that apart from
these reasons, high correlations may also be caused by other factors. Instead of spill-overs
between the aims, or a similarity of the different concepts, correlations could also be due to
personality traits and the response strategy of survey respondents. For example, respondents that
care about or contribute to one aim (e.g. security), could simply happen to care more about or
contribute more to another aim (e.g. consumer bills), even though these two aims do not create
synergies, and may even require a trade-off. To account for this possibility, we therefore talked
about “potential explanations”, to indicate that some of the results may also have been driven by
other reasons.
The high correlation between the importance and perceived contribution ratings by researchers,
SIE-representatives and field-actors are an encouraging sign, and indicate that the perceptions
of different actors regarding the importance of different aims for an SIE-initiative are robust
across respondents. However, for many of the SIE-initiatives and SIE-fields the number of
respondents that have provided an assessment is very small. To obtain a statistically more robust
result would require a larger number of respondents for each SIE-initiative and SIE-field.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

Based on our survey, SIE-initiatives achieved significantly higher contributions towards SIE-aims
than towards EU-aims or shared-aims. The SIE-aims with the highest contributions were “social
acceptance”, “local community” and “support energy projects”. The shared-aims (i.e. aims
identified for SIE and EU) with the highest contributions were “increased renewables production”
and “reduced greenhouse gas emissions”. The perceived contribution towards other EU-aims or
shared-aims was rather low in our sample (i.e. below 1.2 points on a 4-point Likert-scale of 0= No
effect, 1=Little effect, 2=Moderate effect, 3=Significant effect). To a large extent, the contribution
scores reflect the importance which the SIE-initiatives attach to these aims (cf. SONNET
Deliverable D6.1).
Looking at the different SIE-types, in general SIE-initiatives focusing on “Doing”-type of activities
seem to achieve higher contributions for many of the aims we assessed than the other types of
activities (“Organizing”, “Thinking”). However, for aims that require a change of mind, such as
“social acceptance” and “regional renewables projects”, SIE-initiatives focused on “Thinking”-type
activities achieved a higher contribution.
Regarding the social-relations, SIE-initiatives engaged in “Competition” achieve higher average
contribution scores than SIE-initiatives engaged in other types of social-relations (i.e.
“Cooperation”, “Exchange” or “Conflict”), in particular for shared-aims.
Contribution ratings for several of the aims were strongly correlated, which could indicate the
presence of spill-over effects between these aims (e.g. “higher energy efficiency” will help to
“reduce energy consumption”, or an “increasing renewables production” could help to “lower
CO2-emissions” etc.).
Regarding the original research design, our follow-up interviews revealed that most participants
had not been aware of the additional surveys despite repeated email reminders. However, even
if they had filled in these surveys, the interviews revealed that most SIE-initiatives would not have
been able to provide any data regarding their contribution towards EU-aims or shared-aims
(apart from the aim of renewables production), and that the data which they could provide is very
difficult to compare across different initiatives.
During the subsequent workshop we identified a number of research approaches that could be
used to overcome these problems. The most promising approaches would be a media analysis of
news archives, webpages and/or the database of the European Energy Awards, which includes a
rich dataset regarding both the measures taken by different municipalities and the resulting
impacts regarding several of the EU-aims or shared-aims such as CO2-emissions, energy
consumption and renewables production.
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Annex 1: EC Summary Requirements
Changes with respect to the DoA
The deliverable was submitted with a delay of 3 months. As a result of the low response rate to
Surveys 2 and 3, the deliverable includes a section describing the challenges and potential
alternative approaches for quantifying success of SIE-initiatives, instead of the SMART metrics
that were to be collected through these surveys.

Dissemination and uptake
This deliverable extends the empirical work within WP3 (SIE case studies) and WP2 (SIE in
SONNET cities) and complements the qualitative analysis in these work packages with
quantitative findings. Results will be discussed with SONNET’s city partners and will be used in
SONNET’s dissemination activities.

Short Summary of results
Based on a survey with more than 100 SIE-representatives, field-actors and researchers, we find
that SIE-initiatives seem to contribute more to their own aims than to EU-aims or shared-aims.
Controlling for other relevant factors, such as the respondent type and the country, we find that
the average contribution towards shared-aims is significantly higher for SIE-initiatives engaged
in the social relation of “Competition” and significantly lower for SIE-initiatives engaged in the
social relation of “Conflict” than for SIE-initiatives engaged in other types of social relation (i.e.
“Cooperation” or “Exchange”). Regarding spill-over effects between contribution ratings for
different aims, most aims were positively correlated. One reason for this could be that some of
these aims are fairly similar concepts (such as “energy efficiency” and “reduced energy
consumption”) or that there are spill-overs between these aims (such as in case of “independence
of supplies” and “security of supply”).

Evidence of accomplishment
This document and underlying data. In line with our data management plan, anonymized survey
results and scripts will be made available on Zenodo after completion of WP6 analysis to the
extent consent procedures allow to do so.
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Annex 3: WP6 Survey 1, version 1
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Annex 7: List of all mapped SIEs and their typology
Clustered typology of all 18 socio-technical
configurations by WP1
(Source: SONNET cloud\01_WP1 frame_concept_synthesis\02_T1_2 Mapping\04_Mapped_SIE)
Doing

cooperation

1 Local energy production and consumption (n =
113)

exchange

competition

conflict

8 Energy education (n = 49)

11 For-profit consulting (n = 13)

12 Campaigns against specific energy pathways (n =
8)

17 Energy gamification & nudges (n = 19)

18 Networks against specific energy pathways (n =
4)

4 Local peer-to-peer electricity exchange (n = 13)

5 For profit services and technologies (n = 48)

6 Action against specific energy pathways (n = 3)

2 Cooperative energy production & consumption (n =
105)

Thinking

3 Collaborative eco-efficient housing (n = 22)
7 Advocacy for specific energy pathways (n = 50)

9 Non-profit consulting (n = 47)

Organising

10 Peer to peer learning (n = 32)

13 Participatory energy dialogues (n = 20)

15 Platforms for direct energy transactions (n = 14)

14 Participatory experimentation and incubation (n = 16 Investment and finance mechanisms (n = 43)
28)

Clustering of socio-technical configurations by WP1
(Source: SONNET cloud\01_WP1 frame_concept_synthesis\02_T1_2 Mapping\04_Mapped_SIE)

Name

Social relation

Activity

Type
number

Local energy production and consumption

Cooperation

Doing

1

Cooperative energy production & consumption

Cooperation

Doing

1

Collaborative eco-efficient housing

Cooperation

Doing

1

Local peer-to-peer electricity exchange

Exchange

Doing

4

For profit services and technologies

Competition

Doing

7

Action against specific energy pathways

Conflict

Doing

10

Advocacy for specific energy pathways

Cooperation

Thinking

2
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Energy education

Exchange

Thinking

5

Non-profit consulting

Exchange

Thinking

5

Peer to peer learning

Exchange

Thinking

5

For-profit consulting

Competition

Thinking

8

Campaigns against specific energy pathways

Conflict

Thinking

11

Participatory energy dialogues

Cooperation

Organising

3

Participatory experimentation and incubation

Cooperation

Organising

3

Platforms for direct energy transactions

Exchange

Organising

6

Investment and finance mechanisms

Exchange

Organising

6

Energy gamification & nudges

Competition

Organising

9

Networks against specific energy pathways

Conflict

Organising

12
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Survey responses: SIEs of WP1 with their mapped sociotechnical configuration and typology type
Survey

Role

SIE-initiative

Field

Lang

SIE-type

1v1

researcher
researcher

1v1

researcher

ACOPREV

Advocacy for specific energy
pathways
Financing and subsidies for RE
(solar and wind)
Local electricity exchange

de

1v1

100 prozent erneuerbar
stiftung
Abundance

1v1

researcher

ADEV Energiegenossenschaft

de

1v1

researcher

Begawatts

1v1

researcher

Bündnis Bürgerenergie

Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Participatory energy dialogues

1v1

researcher

Buxia Energies

fr

1v1

researcher

Buxia Energies

1v1

researcher

Centrales villageoises

Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Non-profit consulting

1v1

researcher

Centrales villageoises

Non-profit consulting

fr

1v1

researcher
researcher

City level competition for
sustainable energy
Energy education

de

1v1

Deutscher
Nachhaltigkeitspreis (DNP)
Dr Watt

1v1

researcher

DuurzaamInvesteren

nl

1v1

researcher

Dynamis

1v1

researcher

Enercoop

1v1

researcher

Enercoop

1v1

researcher

EPV

1v1

researcher

European Energy Award

1v1

researcher

European Energy Award

1v1

researcher

Frack Off

1v1

researcher

1v1

researcher

Interdisciplinary Division for
Energy Analyses
JPI Urban Europe

Financing and subsidies for RE
(solar and wind)
Participatory experimentation and
incubation
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative organisation models
for renewable energy
City level competition for
sustainable energy
City level competition for
sustainable energy
Networks against specific energy
pathways
Non-profit consulting

de

1v1

researcher

1v1

researcher

1v1

researcher

1v1

researcher

Participatory incubation and
experimentation
City level competition for
sustainable energy
Cooperative organisation models
for renewable energy
Campaigns against specific energy
pathways
Financing and subsidies for
renewable energy

Cooperative
framing
Organized
exchange
Local
electricity
exchange
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
organisation
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Knowledge
exchange
Knowledge
exchange
Organized
competition
Knowledge
exchange
Organized
exchange
Cooperative
organisation
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Organized
competition
Organized
competition
Organized
conflict
Knowledge
exchange
Cooperative
organisation
Organized
competition
Cooperative
organisation
Conflicting
frames
Organized
exchange

1v1

researcher

Cooperative energy production &
consumption

de
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Klimaschutzagentur
Mannheim
LaNEG Rheinland-Pfalz
Młodzieżowy Strajk
Kilmatyczny
Narodowy Fundusz Ochrony
Środowiska i Gospodarki
Wodnej (The National Fund
for Environmental Protection
and Water Management)
Optima Solar Schweiz
Genossenschaft

en
fr

fr
de

fr
fr

fr

de
fr
fr
fr
de
de
en
pl

de
de
pl
pl

Cooperative
action
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1v1

researcher

Pitch Your Green Idea!

City level competition for
sustainable energy
Participatory incubation and
experimentation

de

1v1

researcher

1v1

researcher

project 'Step by step
commitments for energysaving'
Rozwój TAK - Odkrywki NIE

Framings against fossil fuel energy
pathways
Framings against fossil fuel energy
pathways
Local peer-to-peer electricity
exchange

pl

1v1

researcher

Rozwój TAK - Odkrywki NIE

1v1

researcher

Spółdzielnia Nasza Energia Sieć Biogazowni Rolniczych

1v1

researcher

Stadslab2050

Participatory experimentation and
incubation
Framings against fossil fuel energy
pathways
Framings against fossil fuel energy
pathways
Local electricity exchange

nl

1v1

researcher

Stowarzyszenie Akcja Konin

1v1

researcher

1v1

researcher

Stowarzyszenie Zielony
Imielin
the municipality of la MotteServolex

1v1

researcher

the municipality of Penestin

Local electricity exchange

fr

1v1

researcher

Weald Action Group

en

1v1

researcher

Wohngenossenschaft
Rossfeld

Framings against fossil fuel energy
pathways
Local electricity exchange

1v1

researcher

WREN

Local electricity exchange

en

1v1

researcher

zklaster

pl

1v1

researcher

Community Energy Coalition

1v1

SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative

100 prozent erneuerbar
stiftung
ADEV Energiegenossenschaft

Participatory incubation and
experimentation
Advocacy for specific energy
pathways
Advocacy for specific energy
pathways
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Local peer-to-peer electricity
exchange

SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative

Erlenmatt Ost EVG

Collaborative eco-efficient housing

de

European Energy Award

City level competition for
sustainable energy
City level competition for
sustainable energy
Energy gamification & nudges

de

Networks against specific energy
pathways
Campaigns against specific energy
pathways
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Framings against fossil fuel energy
pathways
City level competition for
sustainable energy
Framings against fossil fuel energy
pathways

en

1v1
1v1
1v1
1v1
1v1
1v1
1v1
1v1
1v1
1v1
1v1
1v1
1v1
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ADEV Energiegenossenschaft
Cornwall Local Energy Market

European Energy Award
European Energy Award
Frack Off
Młodzieżowy Strajk
Kilmatyczny
Optima Solar Schweiz
Genossenschaft
Rozwój TAK - Odkrywki NIE
Spiel Energie
Stowarzyszenie Zielony
Imielin

pl

pl
pl

pl
pl
fr

de

en
de
de
de
en

fr
de

pl
de
pl
de
pl

Organized
competition
Cooperative
organisation
Organized
conflict
Organized
conflict
Local
electricity
exchange
Cooperative
organisation
Organized
conflict
Conflicting
practices
Local
electricity
exchange
Local
electricity
exchange
Conflicting
practices
Local
electricity
exchange
Local
electricity
exchange
Cooperative
organisation
Cooperative
framing
Cooperative
framing
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Local
electricity
exchange
Cooperative
action
Organized
competition
Organized
competition
Organized
competition
Organized
conflict
Conflicting
frames
Cooperative
action
Organized
conflict
Organized
competition
Conflicting
practices
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1v1

SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative
SIErepresentative

Wałbrzyski Klaster
Energetyczny
Weald Action Group

Participatory incubation and
experimentation
Framings against fossil fuel energy
pathways
Local electricity exchange

pl

1v1

SIErepresentative

WREN

Local electricity exchange

en

1v2

field actor

(blank)

nl

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

Action against specific energy
pathways
Action against specific energy
pathways
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Cooperative energy production &
consumption
Energy gamification & nudges

1v2

field actor

(blank)

Energy gamification & nudges

de

1v2

field actor

(blank)

Energy gamification & nudges

de

1v2

field actor

(blank)

Energy gamification & nudges

en

1v2

field actor

(blank)

en

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

1v2

field actor

(blank)

Investment and finance
mechanisms
Investment and finance
mechanisms
Investment and finance
mechanisms
Investment and finance
mechanisms
Investment and finance
mechanisms

1v1
1v1
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Wohngenossenschaft
Rossfeld

en
de

nl
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
en
fr
fr
fr
fr
nl
nl
de

en
pl
pl
pl

Cooperative
organisation
Conflicting
practices
Local
electricity
exchange
Local
electricity
exchange
Conflicting
practices
Conflicting
practices
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Cooperative
action
Organized
competition
Organized
competition
Organized
competition
Organized
competition
Organized
exchange
Organized
exchange
Organized
exchange
Organized
exchange
Organized
exchange
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1v2

field actor

(blank)

Local peer-to-peer electricity
exchange

de

1v2

field actor

(blank)

Local peer-to-peer electricity
exchange

de

1v2

field actor

(blank)

Local peer-to-peer electricity
exchange

en

1v2

field actor

(blank)

Local peer-to-peer electricity
exchange

fr

1v2

field actor

(blank)

Local peer-to-peer electricity
exchange

fr

1v2

field actor

(blank)

Local peer-to-peer electricity
exchange

fr

1v2

field actor

(blank)

nl

1v2

field actor

(blank)

Participatory experimentation and
incubation
Participatory experimentation and
incubation
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nl

Local
electricity
exchange
Local
electricity
exchange
Local
electricity
exchange
Local
electricity
exchange
Local
electricity
exchange
Local
electricity
exchange
Cooperative
organisation
Cooperative
organisation
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